
 

 
NEXT LEVEL BRAIN PROTECTION.



 
INTRODUCING THE 
ALL NEW ATB-2T.
 
The 6D ATB-2T MTB trail helmet encapsulates everything we have 
learned over the past 10 years of developing our business and 
pioneering improved safety technology for helmets. Our mission was 
to build the best performing and safest helmet possible for aggressive 
trail riders everywhere, while exceeding our most demanding testing 
protocols. The ¾ shell design provides increased coverage, improved 
venting, lighter weight, and a sleeker profile than its predecessor while 
managing energy more efficiently over a broader range of energy 
demands.

WEIGHT 470gm
INCLUDES CUSTOM FIT KIT PADDING KIT 
INCLUDES MESH TRAVEL BAG

The ATB-2T is certified to exceed the EN 1078, 

EHSR/EU 2016/425, CPSC 16CFR 1203, 

AS/NZS 2063 and NTA 8776 E-Bike standards. 



 
THE HIGHLIGHTS:
- PATENTED OMNI-DIRECTIONAL SUSPENSION (ODS)
- MITIGATES ANGULAR AND LIEAR ACCELERATIONS
- IONIC+ ANTIMICROBIAL COMFORT LINER
- EXCEPTIONAL FLOW-THROUGH VENTILATION
- 3-POSITION ADJUSTABLE / REMOVABLE VISOR
- EXCEEDS CPSC / EN1078 / AU/NZS 2063 STANDARDS
- EXCEEDS NTA 8776 E-BIKE STANDARDS
- VIRGINIA TECH 5 STAR RATING 
- INTEGRATED SUNGLASS DOCK
- EYEWEAR / GOGGLE COMPATIBLE
- ADJUSTABLE FITMENT SYSTEM
- POLYCARBONATE SHELL
- FIDLOCK CLOSURE SYSTEM
- MESH TRAVEL BAG



MULTI-IMPACT INNER EPP 
(Expanded Polypropelyene) LINER
The strategically positioned multi-impact EPP inner liner is effectively a 
helmet within a helmet. It is scientifically engineered with ‘Damping Towers’ 
          to provide a progressive spring rate to the ODS system during impacts. 

OUTER EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) LINER
Thick, energy absorbing EPS outter liner. 

ELASTOMERIC ISOLATION DAMPERS
An array of Isolation Dampers connect the ODS carrier to the outer EPP 
liner and work in unison to mitigate low-threshold impact energy and 
manage rotational force.

POLYCARBONATE SHELL
Provides a strong, flexible, first line of impact defense.

ODS CARRIER
 

 
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL 
SUSPENSION (ODS)
TECHNOLOGY:



OMNI-DIRECTIONAL 
SUSPENSION 

Omni-Directional Suspension (ODS) 

is the unique and proprietary helmet 

technology that instantly established 

6D as the leaders in helmet safety. 

ODS was awarded the Grand Prize in 

the NFL’s Head Health Challenge III 

due to its ability to significantly reduce 

energy transfer to the brain by means 

of its suspended dual-liner system. 

ODS works over a broader range of 

energy demands providing 6-Degrees 

of Freedom.

6-DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM
The ability to translate and rotate 

about the 3 axes of the Cartesian 

coordinate system. 6D’s patented 

ODS system provides progressive 

3-dimensional displacement of its 

inner suspended liner during crash 

impacts. ODS is less constrained by 

the shape of the human head when 

compared to other competing 

helmet technologies while providing 

significant reductions in both angular 

and linear acceleration forces. 

WORLD WIDE 
PATENTS
United States US 8,955,169 B2
United States US 9,820,525
Europe  E2 672 853 B1  
China  ZL 201280017579.I
United States US 10,561,192
United States US 10,980,306

 
ODS AWARD WINNIG TECHNOLOGY:
EXCLUSIVELY IN 6D HELMETS.



BROAD RANGE 
PROTECTION
6D’s proprietary Omni-Directional 

Suspension consistently outperforms 

competitive designs across the entire 

range of potential impact velocities. 

6D engineers the shell, ODS liners, 

and damper systems to provide the 

best possible impact mitigation 

performance across all impact 

velocities for both angular and 

linear accelerations

TIME-TO-PEAK (TTP)
TTP is how long it takes the energy of 

an impact to reach maximum G-force. 

Deceleration time is the single most 

beneficial component in reducing the 

severity of any impact - the more time, 

the less energy transferred to the 

brain. Omni-Directional Suspension 

adds time to the impact event 

equation by activating sooner and at 

lower impact velocities.

 
THE SCIENCE 
OF SAFETY.



Angular acceleration force is proven as the primary cause of concussion. 

6D’s Omni-Directional Suspension ‘uncouples’ the helmet from the head 

form by means of its suspended dual-liner technology. The suspended 

liners shear omni-directionally when subjected to oblique impacts 

thereby reducing the transfer of angular acceleration force to the head 

and brain during an accident.
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ANGULAR 
ACCELERATION:



The vast majority of real-world helmet strikes qualify as low-threshold 

energy impacts. These are impacts below the certification pass/fail 

thresholds, but severe enough to cause concussion or worse. To meet 

high-velocity certification requirements, traditional helmet designs and 

helmets incorporating add-in shear plane technologies are still too stiff 

to effectively absorb energy from impacts at lower velocities. Omni-

Directional Suspension starts working the instant any force is applied 

to the helmet shell, dramatically reducing low-threshold energy transfer 

to the brain.
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LOW-THRESHOLD 
ENERGY:



Across the entire range of impact velocities the 6D ATB-2T helmet 
with Omni-Directional Suspension (ODS) technology consistently 
out performs the competition. 6D engineers meticulously 
evaluate the shell design, shell layup, ODS damper array, damper 
durometer, and EPS and EPP densities to provide the best 
possible matrix of materials for impact management 
performance. 
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HIGH VELOCITY
IMPACTS:



5-Star Virginia Tech rated, the 2T 
incorporates our 4th generation of ODS 
system mating a multi-impact EPP inner liner 
to an in-molded EPS outer liner and outer PC 
shell. This combination of materials 
combined with our award winning 
technology have given us unmatched 
performance in a lightweight fully ventilated 
trail helmet.A new proprietary fit system 
combined with Ionic+TM anti-microbial fit 
liner and a Fidlock TM closure further 
improves safety and rider comfort. 

ATB-2T ASCENT           XS/S         M/L       XL/XXL                 
Black Matte                       23-0004   23-0006   23-0008
Sand/Black  Matte         23-0034   23-0036   23-0038
Neon Yel/Grey Matte   23-0044   23-0046   23-0048  
Grey Matte                       23-0084   23-0086   23-0088
Slate Blue Matte              23-0064   23-0066   23-0068
Black/Camo Matte         23-0014   23-0016   23-0018 
White/Black Matte         23-0024   23-0026   23-0028

  
      

 
ATB-2T ASCENT 
GRAPHIC



6D Helmets, LLC.  2861 Saturn St., Unit B, Brea, CA  92821, USA  714.772.2121     6Dhelmets.com




